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1. Verify grass colors (P.4)

2. Verify the plate of shot area wood work (P.5)

3. Verify the installation location for halogen (P.6)

4. Camera sensor parts (P.7)

5. PC hardware setting (P.8)

6. Camera sensor Cable drawing (P.9)

7. Installation drawing for camera sensor (P.10~11)

8. Camera Angle adjustment (P.12)

9. Camera Lan Cable confirm(P.13) 

10. Angle adjustment (P.14)

11. Program function explanation (P.15)

Procedure

12. Program setting and camera adjustment (P.16~26)
1). Selection of kinds

2). Lan Cable confirm 

3). Module up/down adjustment 

4). Camera adjustment for Tee location

5). Camera's 300 distance keeping work

6). Horizontal setting confirm .

7). Real time horizontal confirm.

8). Ball size

9). Brightness

10). Driver setting save 

11). Iron setting save

12). Distance value  from camera to tee position

13). Test after all work done 

13. Wood work for hitting area(P.27)

14. Pictures(P.28~29)
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1. Pic1. Within circled area, certified grass must be used  , it’s color is green 

pic2.  bright color be confirmed before installation 

2. Putted ball must go outside , not back into  shot position , slope must keep 
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1. Verify grass colors 

Confirm 

pic2

Use 

Certified 
Grass

4

Same color grass is 
recommended  to use within  
Inner circle 

Do not use 
marking ball
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Driver  tee to front 700 mm must be made  horizontally .

Horizontal 
700mm

2. Verify the plate of shot area wood work 

Screen cloth
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1)  Surrounding light keep as same as players are playing game 
It means that 
As we are setting, Halogen is off , but  Halogen is on as real game 
it is not good 

2)  If you want to use Halogen to be more bright , The halogen must be projected besides
(1m)  because head shadow 

3)  pic2  ,  stable halogen use in this circle 
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Pic 2

3. Verify the installation location for halogen 

halogen

1m
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4. Camera sensor parts

1. Camera sensor 

2. Lan Cable 2EA
(Camera->PCI Lan Card)

3. PCI Lan Card PCI E 3.0*16 (PC)

4. Camera sensor power Cable 
(camera sensor -> Power save socket)

5. USB Lock Key (PC)

6. Jig Set3

41
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5. PC hardware setting

1. PCI Lan Card  must attach at  Main board PCI E 3.0*16
slot  Pic1

2. Pic2 Lock key must put on USB port at PC .

3. Internet installation 

Wire Internet is recommended, not  wireless. 

Pic2Pic1

PCI Lan Card
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6. Camera sensor Cable drawing

camera

-> lan card

- Camera Power cable 

Lan Cable-

Pc console 

camera

-> 110~220v

-
-

Pc console 
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7. Installation drawing for camera sensor

10
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7. Installation drawing for camera sensor

Length (Horizontal distance) is varying according
to height (distance of Artificial grass to ceiling )
The below is example how to keep distance of 
length and height 

ex) Height is 2900mm , it must 1370 for Length

A: height B: length

3000      *      1410

2950      *      1390

2900      *      1370

2850      *      1340

2800      *      1320

2750      *      1300

2650      *     1260   :  not recommend 
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1. The height of the ceiling must come from the grass  the height of 2750mm ~ 3000mm.

2. When Lan cable is buried , 3 cable is needed for spare  .

3. Ceiling Checking hole must be in order to connect  power cable and Lan cable  easily  .

4. Pic1 , Laser level machine is good to adjust horizontal and vertical .

5. The ball that is needed for setting must be new ball , also playing ball is new. 

8. Camera Angle adjustment

Pic1

Laser level 
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9. Camera Lan Cable confirm 

1) after camera setting , Lan cable  is putting on PCI Lan Card
like as Pic1 

2) Normal status is Red right is on always and Green right is
flickering (on and off ) 
If you are waving cable , it must be normal . 
If abnormal happen, Lan cable or PCI card must be changed 

Pic1
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10. Angle adjustment

1. pic1, it control up and down
camera  direction 

2. Accurate adjustment ,pic2

1) Each camera have moving adjustment . 
of Up/down and Right/Left 

2) Up/Down knob bolt (2) 

3) Right/Left knob bolt (3)

left CAM – fasten : to the left 
right CAM – fasten : to the right 2.Up/down

3.Left/Right

Module 
up/down

pic1 Pic 2
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11. Program function explanation

Icon click at main view  (Path    C:\Bravogolf3\game)

1)  Open Cam = camera on .

2)  Preview Start = real time view.

3)  Process Start = real shot status.

4)  Calc Dist = Data display with saved ball position.

5) Save driver setting value after jig set .

6) Save iron setting value after jig set .

7) Draw Center = 
300mm distance gap for each camera.

8) Real time horizontal gap value .

9) Param = value to change .

10) Sensor type selection . 

11) data display.

11
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1. selection of kinds

Golfballtracker excute . 

1). pic1-1) choose sensor type. 

2). 5 kinds type . 

BV10    = steel case sensor  

BV20    = plastic molding  case sensor  (Before February 2016)

BV20 B = plastic molding  case sensor with bunker  (Before February 2016)

BV21    = plastic molding  case sensor  (After February 2016)

BV21 B = plastic molding  case sensor with bunker  (After February 2016)

** 1st setting is choosing sensor type 

1

pic1

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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2. Lan Cable confirm 

confirm Sensor Type

Open cam -> preview start
If the display is black ,

If there is warning like as Pic 1),
change Lan Cable location at back
of computer and restart program 

pic1

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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3. module up/down adjustment 

After Camera module attached onto ceiling , module up/down
use to be left camera  horizontal  on Ball tee position . 

4. Camera adjustment for Tee location

1) Open cam click   -> Preview start click 

2) Align the tee height of 45mm,Placing the ball, Figure 2) using 
the fine adjustment knob of the bolt, Figure 3) it can be      
positioned in the center of the display visible in the white 
square, This is done by the fine adjustment using the left camera.

pic3
Camera 1

Module 
up.down

pic2pic1

Up/down

Left/Right

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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5. Camera's 300 distance keeping work

1). “Open cam” click -> “Preview start “ click -> “Draw center” click 

2). 2ball locate on jig between 300mm 
the base is left camera’s ball , left ball must put in square line and jig must be horizontal  with hitting mat line .
right ball must be same with distance from mat line compare to left ball distance  

3). It must be done with driver’s positioned ball  located on tee 

4). In order to set right ball on square line , right camera must move 

** It is very important to sense accurately, each ball must be located correctly .

horizontal

Camera 1 Camera 2

300mm

Ex) 15cm Ex) 15cm

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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6. horizontal setting confirm .
“Open cam” -> “Preview start” ->

Ball is on at Tee position (45mm) and 600mm position
-> “Preview  end”
->”Set tee ROI “ ->drag  Ball at driver position 
->“set hor ROI “-> Ball drag at 600mm->”Calc Dist”
-> Data display .

20
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600mm

45mm 45mmLeveler

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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7. Real time horizontal confirm.

Real time horizontal Gap value can see .

After finish horizontal work , 
“ View Hor Match”  -> “ Preview Start”

When you adjust right camera , real Gap display.
Gap must be ±3 

21

2

1

3

4

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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8. Ball size

1)  “Open cam” -> “Preview start “ -> Ball is on Driver Tee (H45) and  Jig 600mm ->
“Preview  end” ->”Set tee ROI” ->Drag at Driver Tee ->”Set hor ROI”-> Ball at 600mm(H45) Drag 
->”Calc Dist” -> Data Display 

2) Value of camera 0 and 1
Tee Width, Height  22~24, Hor Width, Height  19~22

3)  Confirm all value like as right side 

1-1

2-21-2

2-1

-remark-

CAMERA 0 = left camera ,  CAMERA 1 = right camera

Width / Height / Light  = wide / high / bright  

9. Brightness

1) Lighting setting value 

pic 1-1 / 2-1 = 120 ± 10
pic 1-2 / 2-2 = 100 ± 10

2) When surrounding light is more bright , 
Gain Value at Param must be changed along with this value 

for example 

Param -> Cam gain value change (±10 change ) -> Enter ->

“save”  

** after input value , ‘Enter” key must be done 

1-1

1-2

2-1
2-2

Left Right 

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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10. Driver setting save 
*Measure with new ball clean . 

“Open cam” -> “Preview start” ->

Ball 2 on Tee position and 600mm position
-> Tee position’s ball and 600mm  Ball is horizontal 

with  leveler
-> “Preview  end” ->”Set tee ROI”
->Drag ball on Tee  ->”Set hor ROI”
->Drag on 620mm ball ->”Calc Dist”
-> display data  -> “Save To Tee”.

*It is very important to keep accuracy , . 

46

7

10

5

23

9

81

2
3

600mm

45mm45mm

EX) 30cm

distance 
standard 
value 
EX) 30cm

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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11. Iron setting save
*Measure with new ball clean . 

“Open cam” -> “Preview start” ->
Ball 2 on Iron position and 600mm position
-> Iron position’s ball and 600mm  Ball is 

horizontal with  leveler
-> “Preview  end” ->”Set tee ROI”
->Drag ball on Iron  ->”Set hor ROI”
->Drag on 600mm ball ->”Calc Dist”
-> display data  -> “Save To Iron”.

*It is very important to keep accuracy , .

600mm

46

7

10

5

9

81

2
3

24

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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12. distance value  from camera to tee position

가. “Param”  click 

나. CAL CAM HEIGTH mm =Height of  Camera lens to  grass 
surface  (Drawing B), real measure 

다. CAL DIST CAM TO TEE mm  = Horizontal distance of  camera 
lens to driver tee, real measure .

“Param “ -> CAL CAM HEIGHT MM  value change ->

Enter -> “save”

* It measure real and save into Param. 

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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13. test after all work done 

“Open cam” -> “Process start” -> “2” =  Club Path and Data display 

Data display 

-Driver : Club path . 

-Iron7  :  Pitch 17~22, club path 

-SW        :  Pitch 35~ 
-Putt :  Pitch 0~9 

*Trajectory is normal value , it depends on players .

*Each value is confirmed .

*Jig setting must be done again if this value is not match .

*If club path is wrong , Please check grass  color ( Black green  is no good ) .

*Data Explanation *

-Velocity = Ball Speed            -Backspin                          -Yaw   :  right /left angle of ball 

-Clubvelocity -Pitch  = ball trajectory         -Clubyaw = 클럽 궤도에 의한 좌,우 각도

-Sidespin                             -Clubheadyaw = driver head angle 

Club path

12. Program setting and camera adjustment
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13. Wood work for hitting area

Wood work is 4 kinds  along with sensor’s type , you must follow our drawing what you use kinds of sensors .

1. BV21B             ( Bunker use ,  no auto tee-up and ball dispenser ) 

2. BV21B- auto    ( Bunker use  , Auto Tee-up ( manufacture by Jung won )  

3. BV21               ( Bunker no use ,  Ball dispenser use ) 

4. BV21- auto     ( Bunker no use , Auto Tee-up ( manufacture by Jung won ) 

*Auto tee-up is focused on “JungWon” products, If you use others , it must be confirmed before 
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14. Analysis detail 

This view is main view
All shot analysis data display 

After shot is done , Press “2” to display this 
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14. Analysis detail 

Description 

Velocity : ball velocity  159.62km/h
Yaw       : ball direction degree (- : left, + : right )
Pitch      : ball trajectory  ( o – 90 degree )
SideSpin : Values between Ball and club 
BackSpin : Balls spin calculated from ball velocity,

club loft, pitch
Hand      : right or left
Club       : Automatically estimated club used 
Club Velocity  : club velocity 
ClubYaw  : Club movement degree 

- value : Club is right side than ball
+ value : Club is left side than ball

Absolute club Yaw : club movement degree compared horizontal
ClubHeadYaw       : club status at impact 

- : closed
+ : open 
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14. Analysis detail 

Club path 
4 points club path : real point detected 
&
Linear display at average 4 points  

Ball detection 

Driver club face direction 
It opened so much  24.72 degree now

Iron do not detect   
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14. Analysis detail 

After each shot ,
Check  “All shot Image View “ and mouse scroll to see below  
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14. Analysis detail 

After each shot ,
Check  “All bin Image View “ and mouse scroll to see below
Ball must be detected every frame . If there is leak , problem 
occur  
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14. Analysis detail 

After each shot ,
Check  “All Bin Image View Club“ and mouse scroll to see below
Club movement display and Shaft end detect to take club path .
Club head status at impact open or close 
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15. Pictures
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14. Pictures


